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Agenda

• Where Are We?

• The Four Gaps 
o Geopolitical

o Relationship

o Analytics

o Organizational 

• Where We Go From Here 
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Where Are We? (1/2)

Source: DeltaThink 2020, Knowledge Unlatched 2020

• Paywalled business and access 

models still prevailing

• But: open access most dynamic 

market segment

• Revenue growth of approx. 13% yoy

• OA article volume significantly higher 

than revenue share

• Nations with significant research 

output coordinate increasingly well
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Where Are We? (2/2)

Source: Knowledge Unlatched 2020

• After years of talking, Open Access is the dominant phenomenon in scholarly 
publishing

• Coinciding trends of proliferating digital access and budget pressure seem to 
support the model

• Publishers are very open to experimenting in order to secure/conquer market 
share

• Despite the service nature of OA, traditional intermediaries have been largely 
inactive

• Libraries are well placed to expand their roles as information specialists on 
campus

• Funders are eager to close as many conceptual gaps as possible
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Business Model Innovation: More Than Enough

Source: Knowledge Unlatched 2020, https://courses.lumenlearning.com/boundless-marketing/chapter/product-life-cycles/
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action models

• Ecosystem still in a growth stage
• Demand-side as drivers of change
• Many experiments, many of them not 

scalable
• 3 camps of publishers

pure OA

mixed model
Avoiding

• “heritage” influences strategies
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Hybrid Gold

Green
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A Consequence: Gold Rush, or Wilderness

Source: SpringerNature 2020, https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.11988123.v4
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Geopolitics and Distribution in Research Publishing 

Articles published (2018)

Source: Knowledge Unlatched 2020, https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/strategy/goals-research-and-innovation-

policy/open-science/open-science-monitor/trends-open-access-publications_en#open-access-to-publications, statista 2020

Share of OA by color (2009-2018)

https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/strategy/goals-research-and-innovation-policy/open-science/open-science-monitor/trends-open-access-publications_en
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Geopolitics and Distribution: What Makes The Needle 
Move?

• Global scale:
Most high-volume countries with a comparably low share of OA publications

Also based on usage, top consumers don’t pay proportionally

Consequently, no real burden-sharing globally

Very different cultures regarding color of OA

But: great progress in international coordination of consortia and libraries

• National scale:
Advanced systems (US, UK, Netherlands) only start tackling the issue of re-distribution of cost

Autonomy of institutions limits ability to establish a central governance structure 

Budget constraints after COVID will pose additional, disproportional limitations on institutions

• Local scale:
Institutions start cancelling paywalled content at the benefit of OA (e.g. Iowa State)

Re-distribution of institutional funding causes new conflicts in universities 

Difficulties in involving research-funding industry

Source: Knowledge Unlatched 2020
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Putting Money Where the Numbers Are: Analytics

• Cost data available for longer time 
periods

• Few institutions correlate APC/PAR 
fees with usage or impact

• Decision making around 
“transformative” agreements so far 
driven by 

• First analysis indicates there are 
large corpora of journals that are 
neither read nor used for publishing

20% of journals unused

• Publishers should look at tools to 
strengthen communities on their 
portfolios

Source: Knowledge Unlatched 2020, unsub.org 2020, https://treemaps.intact-project.org/apcdata/openapc/ 2020, 

http://doi.org/10.1629/uksg.439

https://treemaps.intact-project.org/apcdata/openapc/
http://doi.org/10.1629/uksg.439
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Creating Structure in a Complex World

• No standards
OA as a chaotic space with many-to-many 
relations

Agreements differ substantially by institution 
and by publisher

Responsibilities differ by institution (library, 
scholarly communication, research, etc.)

• Volume growth and limited 
resources increase the pressure in 
libraries

• Smaller publishers are impacted 
most (Project DEAL effect)

• Several consortia actively working to 
create a level playing field

• Technology can help to alleviate the 
burden, but puts spotlight on 
industry-wide issues (e.g. metadata 
quality)

Source: Knowledge Unlatched 2020
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Re-discovery of The Researcher 

Source: Knowledge Unlatched 2020, ResearchGate.net 2020

• Academic publishers have focused 
heavily on library and industry sales

• Researchers hardly perceived as 
prosumers

• Pandemic will have lasting ripple 
effect on academic conferences

• Ingredients for success:
Dense network of people

Content

Tools and services
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Where We Go From Here

1. The goldrush is over, growth is flattening 

2. New focus on problem-solving

3. Issues can only be resolved collaboratively

4. Coordination is needed, initiatives need broader adoption

5. Academic publishing has to go all digital, focussing on 
(meta)data quality

6. All-in models help to simplify, but are businesswise not a long-
term solution for libraries

7. Researcher communities are gaining importance

8. Industry needs to get included

Source: Knowledge Unlatched 2020
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